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                                    Pain Relief: When to Use Cold, When to Use Heat

                                    
Sore from a workout? You don't have to reach for pain relief medicine when ice or heat will help. But when should you go cold and when should you go warm?


Ice is the go-to therapy when an injury first happens. It can stop the swelling of a sprained ankle, for instance, and numb the pain. The traditional approach is 20 minutes on, 20 minutes off at first. You might step this down to 20 minutes every two or three hours on the second and third days. If you have a long-term injury, icing the area for 10 to 20 minutes after a workout can be soothing.


Ice options include a plastic bag of crushed ice, a reusable ice pack or even a bag of peas that can be refrozen for use again -- label it so no one eats them. Whatever you use, always place a thin towel between the ice and your skin to prevent skin damage.


Once the swelling of an injury is gone, you can switch to heat. Heat eases discomfort and promotes healing. With a chronic condition like arthritis, it can soothe achy joints and lessen your pain. You can follow the same type of schedule you would when icing.


Just as you don't want to freeze your skin with ice, you don't want to burn it with heat. So watch the settings on a heating pad. You want warmth, but you don't want it to feel hot. Another choice is a reusable heat pack that you warm in the microwave. You can find versions that come shaped for the body part needing treatment. Even just a warm shower or bath can help. The water should be between the high 90s and 100 degrees.


Although these are considered safe at-home remedies, talk to your doctor first if your injury could be serious -- for instance, you notice a lot of swelling and pain -- or if you have any chronic health conditions, including any that prevent you from feeling hot and cold, like neuropathy, often from diabetes.


More information


The American Academy of Pediatrics has more on treating injuries with ice and heat.

                                    SOURCE: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, news release, Oct. 10, 2019
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                                                        Our commitment to patient care and health is priority one here at The Medicine Shoppe | Ridgway.

We believe in the value of providing personalized service and quality products.
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